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Chapter 1 Developing Shift-Problem Lessons1

Abstract Meaningful learning of formal mathematics in regular 
classrooms remains a problem in mathematics education. Research 
shows that instructional approaches in which students work 
collaboratively on tasks that are tailored to problem solving and 
reflection, can improve students’ learning in experimental 
classrooms. However, these sequences involve often carefully 
constructed reinvention routes, which do not fit the needs of 
teachers and students working from conventional curriculum 
materials. To help to narrow this gap, we developed an 
intervention: shift-problem lessons. The aim of this study is to 
discuss the design of shift-problem lessons and to analyze learning 
processes occurring when students are working on the tasks. 
Specifically, we discuss three paradigmatic episodes based on data 
from a teaching experiment in geometric proof. The episodes show 
that it is possible to create a micro-learning ecology where regular 
students are seriously involved in mathematical discussions, ground 
their mathematical understanding and strengthen their relational 
framework.

Keywords conceptual understanding, rote learning, mathematical 
tasks, collaborative learning, secondary education, geometric
proof

1Based on: Palha, S., Dekker, R., Gravemeijer, K. & Van Hout-Wolters, B., (2013). Developing shift 
problems to foster geometrical proof and understanding. Journal of Mathematical Behavior, 32(2), 142-159.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Understanding abstract concepts, solving problems and mathematical proof are recognized 

as important goals for learning mathematics in upper-secondary education. However, 

achieving such goals in regular classrooms remains a central problem in mathematics 

education (Lithner, 2008). There will always be a difference between the way students 

reason and learn mathematics in regular classrooms and the kind of learning processes that 

lead to a deeper understanding in experimental settings. And that gap is hard to bridge. A 

more interesting question therefore may be how to find ways to narrow this gap in a way 

that is feasible for regular classroom practice. In the broad context of our research we

developed an intervention, which we called shift-problem lessons. The aim of the shift-

problem lessons is to narrow the gap between the ideal learning processes found in the 

literature, and regular classroom practices. The intervention is meant to be both feasible for 

regular teachers and stimulate students in regular classrooms to mathematical problem 

solving activity and reflection. The double aim of this chapter is to discuss the design of 

sequences of mathematical tasks used in these lessons and to describe and analyze learning 

processes that occur when students are working on these tasks. In addition, this chapter

illustrates how regular classroom teachers could adapt their regular textbooks in order to 

create opportunities for students to engage in creative mathematical thinking. At this point 

it should be made clear that the term ‘shift problem lessons’ has to be understood as a 

specific learning arrangement. We will, however, also use the term ‘shift problems’ for 

short, especially if the focus is on the tasks as in this case.

After this introduction, we present a review of relevant research about the learning of 

abstract and formal mathematical knowledge. We focus on the difficulty of developing 

such knowledge in regular classroom practices in upper-secondary education. In the 

theoretical section we outline the notion of shift-problems. We draw on the idea of 

mathematics as a human activity (Freudenthal, 1971, 1991) and related research. In the 

case of geometrical proof, we follow a comprehensive approach to this topic (Harel & 

Sowder, 2007) where proving is defined as a process employed by an individual (or a 

community) to remove doubt about the truth of an assertation. Next, we describe the notion 

of shift-problems, its design principles and the method that we followed to answer our 
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Developing Shift-Problem Lessons

research question. Here we refer to data from a teaching experiment with shift-problem 

lessons. The kind of learning processes arising from students’ attempts to collaboratively 

solve the problems are presented in the results section. We illustrate this with three 

paradigmatic episodes. Finally, we discuss these classroom experiences in a broader 

perspective, including the usefulness of our findings for researchers, teachers and 

educators.

Problem analysis

Learning abstract and formal mathematical knowledge

Learning abstract and formal mathematical knowledge remains a problem in upper-

secondary mathematics education. Empirical studies based on regular mathematics 

classrooms report students’ difficulties with understanding complex concepts, problem-

solving competencies (e.g. Bergqvist et al., 2008; Lithner, 2004, 2008) and constructing 

and validating mathematical proof (Harel & Sowder, 2007; Selden & Selden, 2003). This 

issue has been studied extensively by several researchers. Some of the reasons for students’ 

difficulties that are pointed at the literature concern: (i) mechanisms of learning processes; 

(ii) kind of instruction and (iii) insufficiencies in the learning environment related to rote 

learning. 

Construction of abstract and formal mathematics involves a kind of learning that 

cannot be achieved just by added knowledge or simple enrichment of the existing 

knowledge. Abstract knowledge should emerge from a meaningful long-term learning 

process of abstracting or ‘abstraction-as-construction’ (Gravemeijer, 1999; Merenluoto & 

Lehtinen, 2004), which involves complex learning mechanisms such as reification (Sfard, 

1991), or conceptual change (Vosniadou & Verschaffel, 2004). In a process of abstracting, 

students create new (to them) mathematical knowledge that is grounded in their prior 

informal experience. However, in regular upper-secondary classrooms, learning abstract 

and formal concepts can follow a different path. When students are introduced to formal 

and abstract concepts, they already possess their own relational framework based on their 

own informal beliefs and daily-life experiences. And in their effort to maintain mental 

coherence (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992 in Van Dooren, De Bock, Hessels, Janssens, & 
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Chapter 1

Verschaffel, 2004), they can be creating what we call “pseudo-formal” knowledge, or 

superficial conceptual knowledge (Lithner, 2008). When the students try to connect the 

new pieces of formal and abstract knowledge to their own relational framework, this 

knowledge construction lacks mechanisms of reification or conceptual change. If this 

knowledge is too fragmented, it will not support the construction of new abstract concepts 

and will not help students to deal successfully with problem solving situations. According 

to Vosniadou & Verschaffel (2004), in order to overcome misconceptions and limitations 

of previous knowledge, students should become intentional learners. That is, they should 

develop metacognitive knowledge that allows them to distinguish between different kinds 

of learning and to apply them appropriately.

The kind of instruction that is needed to involve students as active and intentional 

learners is not always easy to implement in the regular classroom. In the literature we can 

find beautiful examples of mathematical lessons where students are involved as active and 

intentional learners by means of meaningful tasks and mathematical discussions. For 

instance, Zandieh and Rasmussen (2010) describe how students, when engaged in the 

activity of defining, themselves constructed the formal definition of a triangle on a sphere 

using their knowledge of triangles on the plane. This activity was, however, outside the 

regular classroom practice; it was part of a teaching experiment that took place during a 5-

week summer course. According to the researchers, what was important for the emergence 

of the students’ own definition was that they could build upon their informal knowledge 

since planar triangles were experientially real mathematical objects for them. Moreover, 

through organizing refined definitions of planar triangles and students’ own notions of 

spherical triangles, they have created the new mathematical reality of spherical triangles. 

Another example of meaningful instruction is given by Dekker and Elshout-Mohr (2004) 

within the topic of geometric transformations, also in an experimental setting. Here the 

students were working in small heterogeneous groups and were given tasks aiming at level 

raising. That is, the students could approach the task based on their understanding (in this 

case students were analyzing transformations in a drawing by Escher), but then they 

discovered that the knowledge they had was too simple to accomplish the task. In order to 

do so, they had to construct more appropriate knowledge and understanding which, in this 

case, involved the properties of the four transformations (reflection, glide reflection, 
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rotation and translation). Discovering many of the properties (which in this case was the 

level-raising factor) was brought about by a conjunction of several factors, e.g. the 

realistic, complex and constructive nature of the tasks and the collaborative setting. The 

problems allowed several approaches and starting points that resulted in visible actions and 

constructions, which were then discussed by the students. In both presented examples (as 

in many others) the instructional approach took place in an experimental setting and was 

not directly connected to the learning environment in which the main problem of 

developing a well-founded understanding occurs: in regular classrooms. In fact, good 

examples found in literature are difficult to execute, as they generally ask for major 

curriculum changes to be implemented in regular classrooms.

While the previous studies underline the need of using meaningful instruction to 

develop active and intentional learners, other studies confront us with insufficiencies in the 

learning environment in regular classrooms that make these goals difficult to achieve. In 

particular, rote learning (Mayer, 2002) is pointed to as being one of the barriers for 

learning about problem solving (Lithner, 2008; Schoenfeld, 1992) and mathematical proof 

(Harel & Sowder, 2007; Stylianides, 2008). Analysis of how students reasoned when 

solving mathematical tasks from textbooks (Lithner, 2004), revealed that their reasoning 

was mostly imitative and superficial. The students in Lithner’s studies were able to solve a 

large majority of the tasks without considering more sophisticated forms of reasoning, just 

by finding and copying similar situations from the worked-out examples or solutions of 

previous tasks. A consequence of learning mathematics in this way could be that in non-

standard situations, when the book is not at hand, students’ habits probably lead them to 

search their memories for similar situations on which to base a solution method, as this is 

the main strategy they know. Lithner’s findings suggest that working straight from regular 

textbooks is, therefore, not enough to foster either an active and intentional learner or 

problem-solving competences. Instead, it may undermine the students’ flexibility and 

creativity needed to solve non-standard tasks. These findings resonate with previous 

studies e.g. Schoenfeld (1992). Moreover, Lithner’s study points out that the consequences 

of rote learning do not seem to be fully accepted by or known to students, teachers, some 

researchers, mathematical educators and textbook writers. A lack of terminology to 

communicate this problem may play a role here.
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Concluding, analysis of previous research confirms that there is a gap between how 

mathematics should be learned according to curriculum reformers or researchers, and the 

regular classroom practice. This gap is well-known, as are some of the reasons for its 

existence and possible solutions. We agree with Lithner (2008) that some aspects of 

particular learning processes in regular classrooms have been underestimated. In contrast 

to rote learning, meaningful learning requires instruction that goes beyond factual 

knowledge (Mayer, 2002), e.g. tasks that are experientially real (Gravemeijer, 1999; 

Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010) and aimed at level raising through mathematical discussions 

(Dekker & Elshout-Mohr, 2004). Research on the relation between mathematical 

development and the discourse in the classroom also shows the importance of social 

interaction and semiotic mediation (Cobb, Boufi, McClain, & Whitenck, 1997).

In this chapter we describe a part of a broader study in which we develop and study 

the effect of what we called shift-problem lessons. The aim of the shift-problem lessons is 

to narrow the gap between the ideal learning processes found in the literature, and regular 

classroom practices (mainly rote learning). The intervention is meant to be both feasible 

for regular teachers and create opportunities for students to engage in creative 

mathematical thinking. By this, our work extends the work of researchers who have 

studied students thinking and reasoning processes at regular classrooms (Lithner, 2008). 

We try to achieve our aim by: (a) limiting the intervention to only three of the twelve 

lessons of a textbook- chapter; (b) staying close to the teachers’ curriculum resources by 

inserting tasks that are adaptations of textbook tasks; (c) creating a problem-oriented 

classroom atmosphere in these shift-problem lessons (which can be supported by having 

students working collaboratively on tasks that are tailored to problem solving and 

reflection). The latter implies also that the student texts differ from those in textbook, in 

that the shift-problems are not direct applications of just reviewed theory, nor preceded by 

worked-out problems, nor framed in step-by-step procedural guidelines. Of course, we are 

aware that approaches to mathematical instruction in which students work collaboratively 

on tasks that are tailored to problem solving and reflection are not new. Mark, however, 

that the shift-problem lessons differ from the prototypical instructional sequences in the 

research literature, in that they do not presume a carefully constructed reinvention route 

along which the students construct new mathematical knowledge. The shift-problem 
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approach, instead, presumes that the students will have fragmented and incomplete 

mathematical knowledge which is revised, reconstructed, deepened and expanded in 

collaborative problem solving activity. In addition, in our approach we take into account 

the fact that teachers are usually bound to a pre-designed curriculum that is nailed down in 

the textbooks. And, by this, it is worthwhile to investigate how these materials can become 

a better source for teachers creating opportunities for students to learn.

Aim of the study and research question

The double aim of the study presented in Chapter 1 is to discuss the design of sequences of 

mathematical tasks used in shift-problem lessons and, to describe and analyze learning 

processes that occur when students are working on these tasks. We limit ourselves to 

geometric proof, a topic that is presented in the 11th grade (16 and 17 year-old students) at

regular schools in the Netherlands. The research question that fits this double aim is:

- In what way does working with shift-problem lessons in a regular classroom lead to 

mathematical reasoning and proving by the students?

In addition, this chapter illustrates how regular classroom teachers can adapt their regular 

textbooks in order to create opportunities for students to engage in creative mathematical 

thinking, as opposed to rote learning. 

Theoretical framework

Mathematics as a human activity and local organization

The development of shift-problem lessons is inspired by the domain-specific theory of 

realistic mathematics education, RME (Freudenthal, 1991), and related frameworks 

(Dekker & Elshout-Mohr, 1998, 2004; Gravemeijer, 1999, 2007; Rasmussen, Zandieh, 

King, & Teppo, 2005; Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010). The central idea of this theory is that 

of mathematics as a human activity.

What is mathematics? Of course you know that mathematics is an activity 

because you are active mathematicians. It is an activity of looking for problems, 

but it is also an activity of organizing a subject matter. This can be a matter 
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from reality which has to be organized according to mathematical patterns if 

problems from reality have to be solved. It can also be a mathematical matter, 

new or old results, of your own or of others, which have to be organized 

according to new ideas, to be better understood, in a broader context, or by an 

axiomatic approach. (Freudenthal, 1971, p. 414)

Learning mathematics according to this view means that students experience mathematics 

as a mathematician. The core activity is that of organizing, and Freudenthal (1971) 

distinguishes between local and global organizing. Local organizing is, in general terms, 

what we do if we create and if we apply mathematics. At the upper-secondary school level 

this means, for example, solving problems, posing problems, establishing (new) relations 

between old and new knowledge, producing short deduction chains and defining. Global 

organization is usually out of reach of upper-secondary school students. It involves, for 

example, seeing the mathematical proof as a whole, overseeing the connection between 

theorems, definitions and properties, and structuring the mathematical matter in an 

axiomatic way. Local organizing is however the means to global organizing. And, in this 

sense, formal and abstract mathematics in regular classrooms should emerge from 

processes of local organization. 

Formal mathematics

Formal mathematics can be seen therefore as something that is, or should be, constituted 

by the students themselves. Within this perspective, the distinction between informal and 

formal mathematics is considered a relative distinction; a distinction with respect to a 

certain topic that can be made especially from an observer perspective (Gravemeijer, 

1999). What is experientially real to a person changes over time. Meaningful learning can 

start with contexts and situations that are from reality, but also with mathematical matter if 

this is experienced as real by the learner. In the long run this will result in the construction 

of a relational framework of mathematical concepts, rooted in students’ informal 

experiences (Gravemeijer, 1999).

Taking the case of geometry (Freudenthal, 1971; Van Hiele, 1986) at the ground

level, when introduced to the subject matter, students may organize the shapes and 

phenomena in space and plane by means of geometric concepts and their properties. For 
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instance, if students already have the notion of parallelogram and they recognize the form 

of a parallelogram, they might organize different representations and descriptions of this 

geometric figure in new ways, such as through formal definition. At the next level, 

students who know geometric figures and properties may organize geometric notions and

properties by means of relations of a logical nature, producing deduction chains and formal 

proofs. At a more advanced level, organizing involves analyzing the structure and the 

relations involved in a mathematical deduction or proof. What constitutes a relational 

framework is the mathematics that emerges from a students’ organizing activity which 

could be considered formal mathematics at its own level: a definition of a parallelogram; a 

mathematical proof; an axiomatic system. In the activity of organizing, the mathematics is 

used by the students as a means to understand and explain something, which puts the 

students in the role of active and intentional learners: “It is the way of exploration, in 

mathematics and in any science whatsoever, the way to understand and explain 

phenomena” (Freudenthal, 1971, p. 430).

An essential factor for the construction or enrichment of a relational framework is 

reflection. Through reflection students’ mathematical activity can become ground for 

formal mathematics (Freudenthal, 1991). The act of reflection can be related to the 

movement of folding back which induces the (re)construction of knowledge (Pirie & 

Kieren, 1994). According to the authors, when folding back to a previous inner level of 

understanding, the learner is not only recalling knowledge, but is also seeing that 

knowledge in a new perspective.

Mathematical experience and ready-made mathematics

In contrast, in regular classrooms students are usually presented with two independent 

worlds that have to be brought together: that of the students and that of the formal 

mathematics as is intended by the classroom community, teacher and textbook writers. 

Let’s take an example of a regular task in the topic of geometric proof (see also Fig. 1.1).

Task: Given the triangle ABC and the equilateral triangles ACQ and BCP.

Prove that AP = BQ
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Fig. 1.1. Prove that the line segments AP and BQ are equal.

After having been solved, the solution to this task can be written as follows:

60QCA (equilateral triangle) and 60BCP (equilateral triangle)

Thus (1)

AC=QC (equilateral triangle) and PC=BC (equilateral triangle) (2)

From (1) and (2) follow that APC QBC (congruence case Side-Angle-Side) and thus 

AP=BQ

This solution shows a clear and organized mathematical deduction. Without having tried to 

solve the question a less experienced student may think that this answer reflects the 

authors’ solution process. In our research we presented the task in Fig. 1.1 to several 

students in the eleventh grade and none of them started solving it by writing the first 

statement. In fact students usually started to solve the task by identifying two equal 

triangles, which is actually what is written in the last step (an example will be presented 

and discussed in the results section). As Freudenthal (1971) points out, the structure of the 

students’ learning process is very different from the deductive structure of mathematics 

and, in particular, from the worked-out solutions such as that in our example. However, the 

solutions in the worked-out answers are, as we have previously referred, the ones that 

students usually try to imitate or memorize. As Harel and Sowder (2007) stated in their 

review on the learning of proof, “students’ preference for proof is ritualistically and 

authoritatively based” (ibid, p. 45).

In the light of mathematics as an activity, we may argue that students’ focus on rote 

learning is connected with their mathematical experience as a ready-made system. If 
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students could see their mathematical knowledge as something that they can rely on to 

understand and explain matters from reality and mathematical matters, it should be 

difficult for them to accept mathematical concepts and procedures as imposed facts; 

worked-out examples or answers can be seen as such. Moreover, it might help students to 

focus on solving processes rather than on final answers, and to develop the necessary 

metacognitive knowledge to become intentional learners. The problem of learning formal 

and abstract mathematics can be then translated in the context of our research (from an 

instructional point of view) on designing an instructional approach that fosters students’ 

mathematical experience as a meaningful activity in ways that are within reach of the 

regular school settings, such as using textbook tasks.

The shift-problem lessons approach

Within the context of our research we define shift-problem lessons as a learning 

arrangement aiming at fostering a deeper mathematical understanding through problem 

solving and mathematical discussions in regular classrooms. The underlying instruction 

model consists of specific sequences of mathematical problems, which are to be solved in 

small heterogeneous groups. The sequences focus on given concepts and consist of 

textbook-tasks which are adapted in such a manner that they will be experienced by the 

students as real problems. A concrete example in the topic of geometric proof will be given 

in the following section.

According to our analysis, the aim of a deeper mathematical understanding may be 

ambitious, taking into account that we start with the pseudo-formal knowledge of the 

students and that we use textbook tasks. We will be relying on textbooks as these are the 

resources that are mostly used by teachers and students in the Netherlands, as well as in 

many other countries (e.g. Lithner, 2008; Stylianides, 2009). However, we believe that 

through processes of local organizing it is possible to create opportunities for students to 

ground their pseudo-formal or superficial knowledge in more concrete experiences. We 

also believe that there is room for students to make new connections and reorganize their 

mathematical thinking. This is what we are trying to achieve with shift-problem lessons.

Instruction that fulfills these aims should emphasize two main aspects (Gravemeijer, 

1999):
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(i) mathematics has to start at a level on which the notions and concepts are 

experientially real to the students;

(ii) through processes of orientation, organization and reflection, students will build the 

relationships that are necessary to construct a relational framework.

Learning tasks in shift-problem lessons are therefore selected and organized by their 

potential for addressing these two aspects. The sequences of mathematical tasks are

tailored to the mathematical concepts presented in the book, hook up with the textbook’s 

learning trajectory and build on the textbooks’ tasks. The main difference with the regular 

lessons concerns the students’ focus on solving problems, which are meaningful to them 

and discussing solutions to these problems with their peers. This focus differs 

fundamentally from the one in the regular lessons (with students working individually and 

following textbook and teacher explanations), which involves trying to imitate solutions 

from similar examples or worked-out solutions and follow pre-established procedures and 

rules. Instead, the students in the shift-problem lessons focus on solving problems in small 

groups, which challenge them to use their own mental activities and develop certain 

autonomy by validating their own statements.

Resuming, the notion of shift-problems involves and articulates a threefold action, 

which takes into account general principles, the particularities of the mathematical topic in 

question and the integration of the students’ views. These features will be specified in the 

form of three design principles, as we will explain in the rest of this section.

Mathematical tasks and hypothetical learning trajectory

Designing instruction that aims mathematics as an activity requires thought experiments 

(Freudenthal, 1971). That is, the designer must look at the phenomena and the mathematics 

that has to be organized through the eyes of the students and try to imagine how they will 

be using them as bases for more formal knowledge and understanding. These thought 

experiments can be related to one of the three aspects of a hypothetical learning trajectory

(Simon, 1995; Simon & Tzur, 2004), which are setting up learning goals, selection of 

tasks, and hypotheses about the mental activities of the students for one or more lessons. In 

the design of shift-problems we address these three aspects.
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Having established our instructional goals in the previous section, we select tasks and 

elaborate on hypotheses about students’ mental activities that will meet these goals. For 

example, considering the task in Fig. 1.1 a hypothetical learning process could be as 

follows: students, who know the notion of congruence but are not used to solve this kind of 

task, may notice and explain that triangles QBC and APC are equal through rotational 

arguments (rotating QBC it will fit APC, thus the triangles are equal), which is a 

phenomenon that may give rise to the students questioning themselves: why are the

triangles equal? Is this true for all triangles? The sides are given with equal dashes, is this 

enough to conclude that they are equal? By posing these questions students may discover 

that their empirical notion is too limited to justify the equality of the triangles; if the 

students are acquainted with the theoretical notion of congruence it will be possible for 

them, in the search for an explanation, to use this (new) concept of congruence to explain 

the phenomenon that they want to understand. Other students who are more experienced 

with proof tasks may follow another path. They may recognize in the diagram or in the 

wording of the task, elements that allow them to use the theoretical notion of congruence. 

They will pay attention to the equality of the sides and the fact that the triangles ACQ and 

BPC are equilateral. But, proving the equality of the angles can also be a challenge for 

these students in the sense that they may have difficulty in seeing the angles as part of 

broader figures. Recognizing the equality of the two triangles in the diagram may cause the 

students to wonder: why are the angles equal? What (theoretical) arguments can explain 

this? In the search for an explanation the students may notice that by rotating the triangles 

60 degrees they fit each other. This action may help the students to see that the angle 

ACB remains invariant and thus the angles QCB and ACP are equal. In this situation 

the students are establishing a (new) relation between two views of the same concept of 

congruence to find an explanation for a phenomenon that they want to understand.

When generating a hypothetical learning trajectory, the elaboration of hypotheses 

and selection of learning tasks are interrelated. On the one hand, elaborating hypotheses 

about student learning processes guides the designer in the selection of the tasks; on the 

other hand, the learning processes that are observed while tasks are used in the classroom 

contribute to redefining the elaborated hypotheses and consequently refining the tasks and 

selection criteria. So, for the selection and design of the particular tasks we used the
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following criteria, which are consistent with the kind of learning processes that we aimed 

at in our hypotheses.

- The task setting has to be experientially real to the student (Freudenthal, 1991; Zandieh 

& Rasmussen, 2010). This is a key aspect to enable students to seriously experiment, 

conjecture, analyze and organize the mathematical elements and relations that may then 

serve as ground for further constructions and analyses, leading to more formal 

knowledge. In the case of the task in Fig. 1.1, the phenomenon that was experientially 

real to the students was the equality of the two triangles, which could be explained 

through rotational arguments and through the congruence cases.

- Tasks aiming at level raising (Dekker, Elshout-Mohr, & Wood, 2004). The character of 

the tasks has to be such that they can be approached at several levels of knowledge. 

This means that students can start working on a task by recalling their personal 

knowledge, but they will discover that this knowledge is too simple to successfully 

accomplish the task. For this, they will have to construct (new) theoretical knowledge 

or establish new relations. In the case of the task in Fig. 1.1, the level-raising factor for 

some students involves discovering that the rotational argument is too simple because it 

is a particular solution of a more general problem. In order to successfully accomplish 

the task the students must recall or construct the theoretical notion of congruence, 

which will allow them to explain the equality of the two triangles in a broader sense, 

beyond the particular diagram.

- Cognitively demanding non-routine tasks (Simon & Tzur, 2004). This kind of 

mathematical task stimulates students to reflect, to recall known concepts and 

properties, and to establish new relations between them. For students to whom the task 

in Fig. 1.1 is non-routine, discovering that the two angles are equal can be a challenge 

and as such it can be considered a level-raising element.

- Fostering mathematical activity like arguing, proving, defining, generalizing, etc. The 

tasks engage students in actively participating in the creation of mathematics 

(Freudenthal, 1991; Rasmussen et al., 2005; Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010). In order to 

understand and explain why the two line segments are equal, the students must find and 
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present arguments that are convincing to themselves and within their classroom 

community (proving).

In summary, we may say that the task presented in Fig. 1.1 fulfills the selection criteria for

shift-problems.

Reflection and mathematical discussions

As we mentioned before, reflection is an essential factor for the construction of a relational 

framework. The process of reflection is individual, but it also can be fostered by social 

interaction (Dekker & Elshout-Mohr, 1998, 2004; Pijls, 2007; Yackel, 2001; Yackel, 

Cobb, & Wood, 1991). In Dekker and Elshout-Mohr’s research the students were working

together in small groups according to the process model. In this framework students are 

stimulated to perform two types of activities: key activities and regulating activities. The 

function of the key activities (showing, explaining, justifying and reconstructing one’s 

work) in the individual learning process is connected to the kind of mental activities to 

which they correspond. When students show and explain their thinking or solution 

processes, they have to think about it, which promotes students’ awareness of own 

mathematical activity. When students re-construct their explanations and solutions, they 

first have to criticize and try to justify it, which involves reflection. These four activities 

can be fostered by the individual himself, but they can also be stimulated by the students as 

a group through regulating activities, e.g. asking for explanations, justifications, or 

reconstructions. When placing the process model in the context of shift-problem lessons 

we expect that students performing key and regulating activities help to raise the level of 

students’ discussions, once they start challenging each other to think mathematically and to 

develop reasons to support their thinking.

In addition, working in small groups may also induce reflection on one’s own and 

other students’ mathematical activity in the sense that students will be observing each 

other’s learning processes (Freudenthal, 1991). We organize the students in heterogeneous 

groups because we expect that each of them will approach the task in distinct ways because 

of their different personal and mathematical backgrounds. This will allow mathematical 

discussions where (old and new) concepts and relations can be negotiated in new ways. We 
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expect that this will help students to connect their pseudo-formal knowledge to more 

concrete knowledge, and to enrich their relational framework. In the process model, the 

teacher focuses on stimulating the ongoing discussions between the students by having the 

students perform the key and regulating activities themselves. Having students regulating 

their own learning process resonates with findings from research about conceptual change 

(e.g. Merenluoto & Lehtinen, 2004; Vosniadou & Verschaffel, 2004).

We may summarize that, based on the original work of Freudenthal (1971, 1991) and 

relevant related lines of research that worked out the idea of mathematical as an activity 

and within a collaborative setting, we concretized students’ deeper understanding, in 

particular instructional goals and we specified the conditions and means that help us in 

pursuing these learning goals. This results in three principles that guide the design of shift-

problems.

Design principles

D1 The very specific learning goal that guides the designer is aiming for a shift toward 

a deeper understanding of mathematics. This shift should emerge through the 

process of students using mathematics as a means to understanding and explaining 

matters from reality and mathematical matters. At regular classrooms we can 

describe this as a process of local organization (Freudenthal, 1971).

D2 Instruction that fulfills these goals should emphasize that mathematics has to start 

at a level on which the notions and concepts are experientially real to the students, 

and that through processes of orientation, organization and reflection, students will 

build the relationships that are necessary to construct a relational framework 

(Gravemeijer, 1999). The selection of the tasks that serve the instructional goals 

will be done by taking into account the criteria presented before. The tasks will be 

organized in sequences that include relevant activities for the topic in question. The 

designer takes the learner’s point of view and establishes hypotheses about the 

process of students’ learning (Simon, 1995; Simon & Tzur, 2004).

D3 Individual reflection on previous mathematical activity can be induced through 

mathematical discussions and reasoning. Students will be working together in small 
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heterogeneous groups and their discourse will be operationalized in terms of 

regulating and key activities (Dekker & Elshout-Mohr, 1998, 2004).

Developing shift-problems for geometric proof

Instructional goals for geometric proving (design principle 1)

To answer our research question we developed a sequence of mathematical tasks within 

the topic geometric proof by following a design research approach (Gravemeijer & Cobb, 

2007), which started by establishing initial design principles that guided us through the 

development and trials of the intervention. Through several teaching experiments, these 

principles, the learning tasks and their sequencing have been refined, and in this way we 

were not only developing an intervention but also gradually developing a better idea about 

the way this intervention works. The primary goal of the design experiments, however, was 

to create innovative learning ecologies in which we could study students ‘repairing’ their

fragmented knowledge in regular classrooms. In this section we illustrate how we have 

applied the three principles to design sequences of shift-problems for geometric proof.

The first design principle relates to the specific goal of designing instruction that 

aims at a shift toward a deeper understanding through processes of local organization. In 

the case of geometric proof, we follow a comprehensive approach to proof (Harel & 

Sowder, 2007) where proving is primarily “the process employed by an individual (or a 

community) to remove doubts about the truth of an assertation” (ibid, p. 6). The process of 

proving includes two sub-processes: ascertaining and persuading. The first one refers to the 

process that one individual (or community) employs to remove his or her owns doubts 

about the truth of an assertion. The second one refers to the process that one individual or 

community employs to remove others’ doubts about the truth of an assertion. These 

processes usually occur together: when one is convincing himself one is probably also 

convincing others, and the other way around. In this way, the activity of proving “emerges 

as response to cognitive-social needs rather than exclusively to cognitive needs or social 

needs” (ibid, p. 7).

The authors use the term proof schemes to define what constitutes ascertaining and 

persuading for a person (or community). In the context of upper-secondary school, 
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students’ solutions to proof tasks can be sorted into three main proof schemes: empirical 

proof schemes, which are based on evidence from examples or measurements of quantities 

and perceptions; external conviction proof schemes, which are dependent on an authority 

such as a teacher or textbook, and deductive proof schemes, which involve generalization, 

operational thought, local thought and axioms (the proving process must start with 

accepted principles). According to the authors, the goal of mathematical proving should be 

to help students develop an understanding of proof that is consistent with that shared and 

practiced in contemporary mathematics. At upper-secondary school this involves mostly 

deductive proof schemes. In this study, in the context of geometric proof, we use the term 

informal proof to refer to students’ solutions that have characteristics of empirical proof

schemes, and we use the term formal proof to refer to students’ solutions that have 

characteristics of deductive proof schemes.

Instruction that fosters more sophisticated proof schemes involves a student-centered 

approach to the activity of proving and appropriate instruction, which resonates with the 

kind of instruction that underlines a shift-problem approach (see design principle 2). Some 

examples of appropriate learning activities are validating own mathematical proofs (Selden 

& Selden, 2003) and making conjectures in small groups (Boero, Garuti, & Mariotti, 1996; 

Mariotti, 2006). In the latter of these, students progressively work out their statements in 

the process of conjecturing through an intensive argumentative activity in which they must 

justify the plausibility of their choices. During the proving stage the students, in cases 

where the conjecture process led to successful proofs, link up with the conjecturing process 

in a coherent way, organizing in a logical way some of the justifications (arguments).

The topic geometric proof is usually introduced in the Netherlands in upper-

secondary school in eleventh grade. For our research we selected schools that use the same 

mathematics textbooks, which are those most used in Dutch schools (cTWO, 2009).

Through analysis of the chapter on geometric proof we characterized the students’ learning 

context, identified the key concepts to be learned and planned the sets of shift-problem 

tasks that would complement the instructional sequence of the textbook. This analysis 

showed that there are many learning activities about constructing mathematical proof or 

completing part of proofs in this textbook-chapter, very few conjecturing and reflection 

tasks and no tasks in which students are asked to validate a proof. Together with the 
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introduction of geometric proof the students face new mathematical concepts like 

congruence, line bisector, angle bisector, cyclic quadrilaterals and related theorems. It is 

not completely clear if the textbook-chapter is about proving or about learning these 

concepts. The theory is presented in the form of definitions and explanations supported by 

worked-out examples. At the beginning of the textbook-chapter, most tasks consist of 

show-and-explain questions that require calculations and arguments. Later on these 

questions are replaced by proof-questions where more formal answers are required. 

However, the question is whether this gradual move toward formalization is realized while 

the students’ focus is on completing parts of proofs and following out worked-out 

examples. As Goddijn, Kindt and Reuter (2004) point out, the real problem for the students 

when learning to prove is to find proofs in situations that are still unfamiliar to them. And,

help for students in this respect:

(…) must have an open character. It needs to improve oriented searching, 

but can never give a guaranteed solution strategy (…). The emphasis lies on 

stimulating the search so that students will no longer say: I do not know that 

now, so I cannot do it” (ibid, p. 18).

In this regard, we see a role for interactive instruction, such as intended with the shift-

problem lessons, which is more student-centered and includes appropriate activities for 

proving, such as validating, conjecturing and organizing activities.

Lessons with shift-problems for geometric proving (design principle 2)

The second design principle relates to the concretization of the instructional goals in shift-

problem lessons. From the analysis of the textbooks we identified the key mathematical 

concepts and the learning trajectory of the textbook. Usually this textbook-chapter takes 

about 12 lessons of 50 min each, spread over three weeks. We limited the intervention to 

only four of the twelve lessons (see Fig. 1.2).

We stayed close to the textbook by inserting tasks that were close to, or adaptations 

of, textbook tasks. The selection of the tasks was done by taking into account the criteria 

presented in the theoretical section. And, as we argued before, the student texts differ from 

those in textbook, in that the shift-problems are not direct applications of just reviewed 

theory, nor preceded by worked-out problems, nor framed in step-by-step procedural 
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guidelines. The individual tasks were selected from the textbook when possible; sometimes 

we adapted these problems or we developed new problems in order to fit our instructional 

goals. In appendix 1 we present all three shift-problem worksheets, alongside the problems 

(and accompanied instruction) that were replaced. We have highlighted these 

modifications in the appendix, which includes small changes in the question-posing in 

order to foster argumentation, conjecturing, validation activity and re-formulation of the 

problems in order to become more accessible to the students.

R R R SP1 R R SP2 SP3 R R SP4 R

Lessons 1-4

Similarity and Congruence

Lessons 5-8

Triangles, 

Line and Angle bisectors

Lessons 9-12

Circles, Thales and 

Cyclic quadrilaterals

R=Regular Lesson SP=Shift-Problem Lesson

Fig. 1.2. Lessons with shift-problems (teaching experiment, October 2008)

Mathematical discussions and reasoning (design principle 3)

The third design principle relates to fostering students’ reflection by working in small 

groups. In a regular mathematics lesson, students work individually or in pairs and, when 

needed, some problems are solved by the teacher on the blackboard and discussed with the 

whole class. In the shift-problem lessons, students worked in groups of three according to 

the process model. To facilitate students’ interaction, each group of students worked from 

a single A3-format worksheet and received a hand-out with the double function of 

recalling pre-knowledge and offering a framework of mathematical definitions and 

theorems that could be used. The characteristics of the task, together with students working 

together in small groups, can provide a cognitive-social context in which proving can 

emerge.

Difference with regular lessons

As we previously stated the main difference between shift-problem lessons and regular 

lessons regards a different focus of the students, which in turn has to lead to different 
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learning activities. Specifically to the case of geometric proof this difference can be 

recognized in a focus on the activity of proving in the shift-problem lessons, whereas in the 

regular lessons the focus is on introducing and applying new concepts or theorems from a 

more axiomatic or ritualistic perspective. In addition, in the shift-problem lessons no 

worked-out answers are provided and the students must collaboratively construct and 

validate their own solutions; firstly within the small group and later within the whole 

classroom.

Our research question is: In what way does working with shift-problem lessons in a 

regular classroom lead to mathematical reasoning and proving by the students? In 

answering this question, our focus will be on the forms of reasoning, or lack thereof, that

relate to integrating and strengthening originally fragmented knowledge while students 

locally organize the subject matter within the topic of geometric proof.

Method

Data collection

In order to answer our research question we use data resulting from a teaching experiment 

conducted in an eleventh-grade classroom. This classroom may be considered a regular 

classroom where mathematics learning and teaching follows the current national 

curriculum. The data analyzed consisted of the students’ written answers, video recordings 

and lesson observations during four mathematics lessons in the fall of 2008. Two cameras 

were used to record the shift-problem lessons and one voice recorder was used to tape the 

teacher’s voice. Each camera focused on one group of three students and in this way we 

were able to follow the activity of two groups over four lessons.

Analysis

The small group interactions were analyzed in chronological order and divided into distinct 

but related episodes (Cobb & Whitenack, 1996). Each episode consisted of the students’ 

attempts to solve particular mathematical tasks. In total we defined 18 episodes. We 

distinguished three main phases in the analysis:
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(i) a first global analysis of all the lesson fragments, which took place in the fall of 

2008 and from which we selected three episodes that seemed to be representative of 

the whole data set.

(ii) from a deeper analysis of these three fragments we identified three main 

characteristics of students’ solving processes that could be connected to students’ 

enrichment of mathematical knowledge and understanding: (a) students were 

strengthening their relational framework and grounding their mathematical 

knowledge in knowledge that was more concrete to them; (b) students were 

induced to reflect through mathematical discussion and reasoning; (c) students were 

involved in solving the tasks.

(iii) having identified the three characteristics above we may assume that these 

characteristics could be representative of the whole data set. We have then tested 

this conjecture in a later systematic analysis of the whole data set (18 episodes).

Here we have followed the qualitative methodology of grounded theory (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The results of this analysis showed that the 

three characteristics did typify 9 episodes. Some of these characteristics were 

present in 7 episodes, and in 2 episodes we could not find a significant presence of 

these characteristics and the students did not know what to do.

Analysis instrument

In the first retrospective analysis of the teaching experiment we have watched the 

videotapes and formulated conjectures on students’ reasoning. In the second phase we 

transcribed the three fragments and we analyzed them deeply on two aspects. One aspect 

concerned the students’ performance of key and regulating activities. This provided us 

with information about the students’ mathematical contribution to the groups’ solution 

method. For example, more abstract and formal ways of reasoning could be fostered by 

performing key activities such as justifying and reconstructing, or regulating activities 

which stimulate further reflection or challenge one’s thinking. This also gave us 

information about students’ involvement. The other aspect concerned identification of the 

mathematical topics that were brought up and discussed by the students, and how they used 
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these topics to understand and explain particular phenomena (see theoretical section). This 

gave us information about: the way students were grounding (or not) their formal concepts 

in more familiar concepts; were establishing mathematical connections (for instance, 

referring to a same concept or relation in different levels of sophistication); were relating it 

to other concepts.

Validity and reliability

In the first and second phases the validity of the analyses of the episodes involved peer 

examination. In the third phase we tested the inter-rater agreement of our results by 

comparing the conclusion of the first author of this chapter with the conclusions of the 

second author and calculating the reliability value. This analysis was based on a sample of 

the episodes and respectively analysis that offered for different kinds of conclusions. The 

inter-rater agreement was 85%.

Shift-problems in the regular classroom

Based on a thorough analysis of the data, we selected three episodes that we consider to be 

illustrative of the kind of learning processes and way of students’ reasoning arising in the

shift-problem lessons. In this section we present a detailed analysis of these episodes. Each 

episode corresponds with one particular mathematical activity that arose from the students’ 

attempts to solve these tasks. The three episodes relate to the same group of students Igor, 

Jan and Lia. The first two episodes were taken from the first shift-problem lesson and the 

third episode comes from the fourth and last lesson (see Fig. 1.2).

Episode 1: Building own definition

In task 1.1 students are asked to prove two statements.

Task 1.1 In most of the problems involving congruence of triangles you don’t know the 

measures of all three sides or angles of the triangles. But even so, in some of these 

situations, it is possible to prove that the triangles are congruent. For example:

a. “Two triangles are congruent if they have one equal side and two equal angles”
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b. “Two triangles are congruent if they have two equal sides and the angle 

between these sides is equal”

Prove that both statements are true for every triangle.

Both statements are properties of congruence that the students have seen before. When 

presenting these statements to the students, we aimed to engage them in the problem: 

“when can we say that two triangles are congruent?” Because the students have little 

experience with mathematical proof, we expected them to produce different examples of 

two congruent triangles and make conjectures about these examples and reflect upon the 

relation between the correspondent angles and sides involved in the congruence cases. The 

task fosters the activity of proving in the sense that students, through their search for 

understanding and when trying to explain the different examples, will be removing their 

own and each others’ doubts. The task setting is experientially real since the mathematical 

objects involved are known to the students, and making conjectures and reflecting upon 

them are meaningful proof-related activities. A level-raising element in the task is to 

become aware of the distinction between the situation in which two correspondent sides 

are equal and one angle (not necessarily the one between the sides) is equal, and the 

situation in which the correspondent sides are equal and the angle in-between is equal 

(congruence case Side-Angle-Side). These two situations are often confused by the 

students. We expected (particularly with task 1.1b) that students would produce examples 

of both situations and have the opportunity to notice, discuss and reflect upon this 

difference. Solving this task may result in a more general and extended definition of 

congruence cases that is now rooted in the students’ understanding.

Students’ solution methods in episode 1

The students’ attempts at solving the task have led to two interesting situations, even 

though the solutions were different than we expected. Students produced and discussed 

only one particular example and students’ statements and arguments were not always clear 

or they did not refer explicitly to the theoretical properties behind their statements. 

Students’ solution to task 1.1a (see also Fig. 1.3) is as follows:

If 2 angles are equal then the third angle is also equal = similar
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If 1 side is equal and 2 angles are equal = other side also equal

One knows that 1 side equal means that the magnifying factor is 1 and thus congruent

Fig. 1.3. Students’ definition of congruence

The first interesting aspect of the students’ solution was that they related the recent concept 

of congruence with the more familiar one of similarity, creating their own definition of 

congruence. The students started by considering that if two [correspondent] angles [in each 

triangle] are equal then the third angle [in both triangles] is also equal; therefore the two 

triangles are similar. Next, being that the two triangles are similar and having one 

correspondent equal side, then the magnifying factor should be 1, from where it can be 

deducted that the triangles are congruent. So, the students seem to be defining congruence 

in terms of similarity, which is a notion that they have used in past lessons. The second 

interesting aspect in this episode was that students used the definition constructed in task 

1.1a to justify a situation of congruence in the following task, task 1.1b (see also Fig. 1.4).

“ A= Q,

Line segment AB =QP, AC =QR

So, relative to each other, BC and PR lie at a fixed point and from here it follows that 

BC=PR

and because all sides are equal = magnitude factor is 1”

Fig. 1.4. Students’ use of their own definition

The students drew two identical triangles, which is a particular solution for the general 

statement. From this drawing they tried to explain why the two correspondent sides BC and 
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PR should be equal. This explanation lacks theoretical arguments; instead, students seem to 

consider that the sides are equal because each vertex C and R lies respectively at the same 

physical distance from the “fixed” vertices B and P (note that students marked on their 

drawing one point on each vertex B and P). It is interesting that the students’ conclusion is: 

because the sides are equal the magnitude factor is 1 (and thus congruent). Even though the 

students did not mentioned the word congruence in their written solution it is clear from 

the previous task that students were relating similarity and congruence through this idea of 

“magnitude factor 1.”

Reflection on episode 1

The main characteristic of this episode is that the students’ organizing process has resulted 

in a definition of congruence produced by themselves and which they have used to 

understand and explain two particular situations. In task 1.1a students were relating the 

recent concept of congruence with a more familiar concept to them, the concept of 

similarity, in a new way (defining) and, in task 1.1b, students were using the definition that 

they had constructed in one task in a following task, which suggests reflection on their own 

previous mathematical activity. Actually, we found two more situations in the lesson 

protocols in which these students explicitly refer to the use of this definition to identify and 

justify a situation of congruence. In relation to our hypotheses about students’ learning 

processes and reasoning, we point out two limitations of the task: first, it did not really 

activate students to make a variety of conjectures or to look for different examples; second, 

students missed the (expected) level-raising factor. This happened because they felt 

convinced they had found a solution and did not see a reason to question it, and there is 

nothing specific in the task that could trigger students to doubt about the correctness of 

their answer.

Episode 2: Geometric proving

Task 1.2 and hypotheses about students’ reasoning when approaching the task were

already introduced in the theoretical section (Fig. 1.1). In this task a triangle ABC is given 

and the equilateral triangles ACQ and BPC and, the students are asked to prove that the 
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sides AP and BQ have equal length. In the learning sequence, this task followed the task 

presented in episode 1.

Students’ solution method in episode 2

Students wrote (see also Fig. 1.5):

“QCB and ACP are congruent because QC=AC, CP=CB and C12= C23 (because

C1= C2=60)

Thus (Side-Side-Angle) congruent

Then if QC=AC and CP=CB then it follows that AP =BQ”

When solving the task the students identified the lines AP and BQ as sides of two 

congruent triangles and they attempted to prove this congruence using the congruence 

cases. Students reasoned correctly about the relation between the sides and angles of the 

two triangles but, in their final written answer, they used the wrong congruence case (it 

should be Side-Angle-Side instead of Side-Side-Angle). 

Fig. 1.5. Using congruence to prove that AP = BQ

Students followed a similar solution process and reasoning to those we had expected. The 

particularity of their solving process was that students seemed to be involved in the activity 

of proving, When solving the task, one of the students, Igor, quickly recognized on the 

diagram that the two triangles APC and QBC were identical and explained this through 

rotational arguments (students don’t use the term congruent in the beginning).The other 

two students checked the plausibility of Igor’s statement and explanation on the diagram, 

which seemed to give them a sense of understanding.  
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Igor: Wait…, look…you can turn this one (Igor points to triangle ACP) and then this one 

is this one (Igor points to triangle QBC). Thus ACP is QCB (…)

Jan: Yes, you say this one is this one (Jan points to triangles ACP and QCB) (…)

Lia: This one is this one (interrupting)

The equality of the two triangles in the diagram (empirical notion of congruence) is noticed 

by the three students from this moment on. Next, Igor proceeded to explain this equality, 

but now at a different level. The student refers to the property of the equality of the sides 

and the property of the equality of the angles, which are necessary conditions to apply the 

theoretical notion of congruence. 

Igor: Yes, and that happens because AC (…) is equal to QC and BC is equal to CP

Lia: Yes, so the other one must also be equal to this (Lia points to the diagram.) 

Igor: So, it means that A is equal to … 

Lia: Q (interrupting)

Igor: No.... We should look at angle C… (…) that this angle C is equal to this angle C

(Igor points to the diagram)

Jan: This and this? That can’t be…. Wait a minute

Igor: Only then we have proved it. Because then we have one angle and two sides. 

All three students participate in the discussion, although Igor is the one who most clearly 

expresses his reasoning and gives mathematical input to the conversation. The change from 

rotational arguments to the congruence cases results from Igor’s attempt to convince 

himself and to explain his reasoning to the other students. Igor’s final remark: “only then 

we have proved it. Because then we have one angle and two sides” gives two important 

bits of information about Igor’s reasoning. First, there is an explicit reference to the 

congruence cases, since the student specifically mentions one angle and two sides, so Igor 

knows the theoretical notion of congruence. Secondly, the student shows he is aware of the 

importance of the theoretical perspective; only through the theoretical notion of 

congruence can he be sure that the equality that he recognized in the diagram is true. The

other two students are actively following Igor’s reasoning, by questioning (“this and 

this?”) and making sense (“yes, so the other one…”) of Igor’s answers. In this sense, they 

are also benefiting from Igor’s explanations. 
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In the following fragment students attempt to justify in a theoretical way that the 

angles ACP and QCB are equal. As we expected, students displayed difficulty in 

conceiving that the angle ACB was part of both angles ACP and QCB and 

consequently in justifying the equality of ACP and QCB in the theoretical sense. On 

one hand, students in the previous fragment seemed to be convinced that the angles were 

equal; on the other hand, they still did not find an explanation that gave them the sense of 

understanding. 

Jan: What do we know? We know that this is this (Jan points to the angles in the 

diagram). And what else do we know?

Lia: But you know that here … eh… They are all 60 degrees because this is a … (…)

Igor: Indeed, we can try to fill that in. (Jan writes 60 degrees near the vertices of triangle 

ABC). And also at the other angles (Jan does what Igor says)

Jan: Eh… is it possible that…this, this makes the difference (and he points to the shared 

angle ACB)

Igor: Yes….wait a minute, I already know it! Because this is shared (he points to angle

ACB). Both angles have it. 

Jan: Yes!

Igor: This is 60 degrees and they have this shared piece.

Lia: Yes.

Several elements in the dialogue contributed to discovering a (theoretical) explanation for 

the equality of the two angles. Jan's initial remark probably stimulated the other two 

students to reflect on the situation. In her reaction, Lia notices that the angles (we assume 

that she is referring to the angles of the triangles ACQ and BPC) are all 60 degrees, which 

she probably deduced from the fact that the triangles are equilateral. Building on Lia’s 

utterance, Igor suggests marking the angles that are 60 degrees in the diagram. From this 

common action Jan notes that the angle ACB is the piece of the angles QCB and ACP

that is left (the other two pieces are 60 degrees). This observation probably helped Igor to 

reason that the angles QCP and ACP are of the same size. 

This discovery marks a change in the students' mathematical activity. Whereas the 

activity in the previous fragment had the character of solving problems, in the following 

fragment the students’ concern shifts towards communicating the solution process and the 

use of more formal language and notations. There is also a change from particular to 
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general statements. Igor begins by referring to the angle as "common piece" and finally 

refers to it as "C2 plus 60."

Igor: Thus, if we call it C (Igor grabs the pen from Jan)

Lia They must be exactly…

Igor: We can call them 1, 2 en 3. (Igor writes it down). Then they have both…. (On the 

worksheet he marks the angles QCA, ACB and CP and labels them 1, 2 and 

3).  

Jan: 1… C2

Igor: C2. C2 (we assume that students refer to the angle ACP) is C2 plus 60 degrees

Jan: Thus, they have to be equal.

Reflection on episode 2

There are two main characteristics of this episode: (i) students were involved in the activity 

of proving in ways that resulted in a formal proof where the arguments are based on 

theoretical notions and grounded in students’ understanding (which led to students having 

strengthened their relational framework). The students were explaining the equality of the 

two triangles in ways that were meaningful to them (the task setting was experientially 

real). Students used the empirical notion of congruence (through rotation) to verify in the 

particular case of the diagram that the two line segments were the sides of two equal 

triangles; they used the theoretical notion to prove that the equality holds, in general, for 

any two triangles (task was aiming at level raising); and students were relating both 

empirical and theoretical notions in their search for an explanation for the equality of the 

line segments and the equality of the angles. Actually, a challenging factor of the task was 

to prove the equality of the two angles (the task was cognitively demanding and non-

routine to these students); (ii) the three students seemed to have benefited from working 

together; they were showing, explaining, justifying and re-constructing their solutions and 

reasoning, which are key activities that can foster individual reflection. Crucial to this 

process was the fact that Igor already possessed the necessary formal knowledge at some 

level, which helped the students to frame the discussion in more conceptual and formal 

terms.
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Episode 3: Constructing a relation between parallel lines and angles

Task 3.1 (see also Fig. 1.6) on the learning sequence was presented at the end of the unit.  

Task 3.1 Prove that the line segments CF and DE are parallel (the complete question is given in 

appendix 1).  

Fig. 1.6. Prove that the line segments CF and DE are parallel

In order to prove that lines CF and DE are parallel, students should relate the angles that 

these lines form with line k (Fig. 1.6) and show that they are equal. By doing this the 

students will be applying the converse of Euclides’ parallel postulate: “If a straight line 

falling on two straight lines makes the alternate angles equal to one another, the straight 

lines will be parallel to one another” which can also be formulated as “ If the sum of the 

two interior angles equals 180°, the lines are parallel.” Actually, the students in our 

research had not been introduced to this result as a postulate, but they should know this 

theoretical result from previous lessons. In this task, in order to establish the relation 

between the parallel lines and the angles, students must first use the notion of cyclic 

quadrilateral (which is a quadrilateral that has all of its vertices lying on a circle) and the “a 

quadrilateral is cyclic if and only if opposite angles sum up to 180°” property to relate the 

angles of the quadrilaterals CABF and ADEB. When combining this relation with the fact 

that a straight angle is 180 degrees, it results that the angles between line segments CF and 

DE and line k are of equal sizes. 

The task setting can be experientially real to the students, in the sense that 

understanding and explaining the parallelism of two lines is a meaningful activity by 

proving. The students can explain the parallelism in the particular situation of the diagram 
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through translation arguments (if we translate one line it will fit the other, or by drawing 

lines CF, DE and AB and then comparing the angles that these lines form with line k). In 

this task the level raising for some students involves discovering that translating the two 

lines is too simple to construct an explanation that holds for a general case. To do so they 

must justify (using the notion and the property of cyclic quadrilateral) that the 

correspondent angles that both lines form with line k (or l) are equal. The task is non-

routine in the sense that there is no standard solving procedure available even for students 

who recognize a situation in which they could use the postulate and cyclic quadrilateral. 

The three students had been practicing geometric proof in the previous lessons, so they 

may pay attention to “what is given” in the question, such as the information about “the 

four points on the circle” and connect this fact with the notion of cyclic quadrilaterals. For 

these students the level raising involves linking these two theoretical notions in a (new) 

way that explains why the lines are parallel in the proposed situation.  

Students’ solution methods in episode 3

Students recognized a situation in which they could use the notion and the property of 

cyclic quadrilaterals but they could not elaborate on it because they did not know the 

converse of Euclides’ parallel postulate. In the following fragment, Lia comes up with the 

idea of using cyclic quadrilaterals. Igor agrees with Lia’s suggestion as he supports her 

statement, and also backs it up with the definition of cyclic quadrilaterals. Jan agrees with 

both. This dialogue shows that this knowledge was available to all three students.

Lia: (…) With cyclic quadrilateral and then you must compare…uhm…no, forget that, 

we don’t have parallel……

Igor: Yes, but it is true because you have four points that are on a circle (…) so it can be 

a cyclic quadrilateral

Lia: Yes, but it is a cyclic quadrilateral anyway …

Igor: We can also draw a line here (student draws line AB)

Lia: Yes...

Jan: Okay, cyclic quadrilateral.

Igor: And does that mean that angle F plus angle A is 180 degrees? 

Lia: Yes.

Igor: And angle C plus angle B is 180 degrees.
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However, after this dialogue the students dropped the notion of cyclic quadrilaterals and 

did not mention it again. One possibility is that the students didn’t use this notion because 

they could not recognize its utility, that being as a linking element between the parallelism 

of the lines and the equality of the angles. Notice that the questioning of the task is about 

parallel lines and there is no mention at all of angles. A student who doesn’t know the 

postulate will not understand the utility of the notion of cyclic quadrilaterals to solve the 

problem, and will therefore naturally drop it. We based this analysis on the following 

fragment which shows that the students are considering the relations between parallel lines 

and equal angles in a new way to them. 

Igor: Show that Z2 angles….is that possible?

Jan: It is, if they are parallel. You can only make Z angles and F angles if they are 

parallel lines.

Lia: Yes…. 

Jan: This was a good idea, right? 

Igor: Okay… imagine that they are parallel 

Jan: Then we must get a Z angle or an F angle 

From their chain of reasoning we deduce that the students seem to be constructing a

relation that is new to them: Igor’s initial utterance reveals some doubt; then Jan’s 

connection between the angles and parallel lines seems to have arisen from the dialogue 

because he seems a bit surprised by his own reasoning as he asks: “this was a good idea, 

right?” Jan’s answer to Igor’s first question refers to a general situation concerning 

hypothetical angles and lines (“if they are parallel…”). The link between this general 

statement and the particular problem situation is noticed by Igor when saying: “imagine 

that they are parallel.”

Reflection on episode 3

Characteristic of this episode is that the students established a (new to them) mathematical 

relation between parallel lines and equal angles built on their previous knowledge of Z and 

2 If a straight transversal line intersects two parallel lines, corresponding (as well as alternate) angles at the 
two points of intersection are equal in size. The corresponding angles are called ‘F angles’ and the alternates 
are called ‘Z angles’.
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F angles. The fact that the task setting was experientially real to the students probably led 

to them bringing up the notions of Z and F angles, which are notions familiar to students 

from previous years’ education. Students would then have used these notions to explain the 

relation between the angles and the parallel lines that holds for a general case. 

Furthermore, the level-raising element in this episode was different than we had expected 

when establishing our hypotheses about students’ learning processes. The students showed 

that they had knowledge of cyclic quadrilaterals, but they could not apply it. This may be a 

consequence of the students not (yet) having constructed the link between parallel lines 

and equal angles. 

Conclusion and discussion

In this chapter we developed the notion of shift-problem lessons. The central idea of these 

lessons is to support students in enriching their fragmented mathematical knowledge in 

regular classrooms in ways that are feasible to both teachers and students. In the previous 

sections we concretized the idea of shift-problems within the topic of geometric proof. We 

defined essential features that may foster opportunities for solving problems, creative 

mathematical thinking and reflection and we tried to characterize the learning processes

involved. Our research question was “In what way does working with shift-problem

lessons in a regular classroom lead to mathematical reasoning and proving by the 

students?” In particular, we focused on the forms of reasoning - or lack thereof - that relate 

to integrating and strengthening originally fragmented knowledge. In answering this 

question we analyzed small-group interactions from a teaching experiment conducted in 

one eleventh-grade class. For this study, we selected three episodes that we considered 

illustrative for the whole data set and we presented a more detailed analysis of the kind of 

learning processes that occurred in these episodes. The results of this more detailed 

analysis were taken as conjectures about the whole data set, which were tested by 

systematically checking whether these characteristics fitted with all episodes. We found 

that those characteristics did typify 9 of the 18 episodes, and also featured in 7 other 

episodes.

The main result of this analysis is that the mathematical tasks together with the 

interactive setting can create a micro-learning ecology (Cobb et al., 2003) in which 
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students develop other socio-mathematical norms and other forms of mathematical activity 

than those in regular classrooms. The students in our study were regular students who were 

used to learn mathematics in ways that do not necessarily lead to understanding (Lithner, 

2008) involving aspects of rote learning (Mayer, 2002). The interesting aspect of the three 

episodes is that the students were locally organizing the subject matter, which is using 

mathematical notions to understand and explain particular phenomena. In the first episode, 

students constructed themselves and then used a definition of congruence based on a more 

familiar concept of similarity in their attempt to explain this more recent notion of 

congruence. In the second episode students were involved in the activity of proving in 

ways that resulted in a formal proof in which the arguments were based on theoretical 

notions and grounded in students’ understanding. In the third episode, the students 

established a new and more direct relation between parallel lines and equal angles built on 

their previous knowledge about Z and F angles. We have also seen how students’ attempts 

to solve the problems were limited in certain situations even though they possessed the 

factual knowledge needed to solve the task. For instance, in episode 3 the students recalled 

the concept of cyclic quadrilaterals and discussed its definition and properties, but they 

were not able to further elaborate on this knowledge or connect it with the relation between 

angles and parallel lines they later created. Dropping potential solution processes without 

apparent reason could be related to a lack of metacognitive knowledge (Schoenfeld, 1992). 

Another possibility could be that the students were unable to use the notion of cyclic 

quadrilateral, because they had not yet constructed the necessary link between parallel 

lines and angles. 

We consider that three main learning processes occurred in the micro-learning 

ecology created by shift-problem lessons (and in relation to the features of the sequences of 

tasks and task setting) that may have enriched students’ mathematical knowledge:

Students were strengthening their relational framework and grounding their mathematical 

knowledge in knowledge that was more concrete to them.

The students tried to link more recent formal knowledge with particular features of the 

task setting and familiar mathematical concepts, such as the empirical notion of 

congruence (episode 2) and concepts of similarity (episode 1) and Z and F angles (episode 
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3). The notions were not given in the task; students brought these topics up in conversation 

by themselves. Recalling these concepts happened when the students were trying to 

understand and explain more abstract situations (respectively, the equality of two line 

segments, the congruence cases and the parallelism between two lines). This resonates with 

previous research on mathematics as an activity (e.g. Freudenthal, 1991; Gravemeijer, 

1999) which stresses the importance of students’ informal knowledge and understanding 

for dealing with more abstract and formal activity. Also, according to Pirie and Kieren 

(1994), such movements of folding back are essential for the construction of mathematical 

understanding.  

Reflection through mathematical discussion and reasoning.

In the three episodes the students did reflect on elements of the task setting or on familiar 

concepts, which helped them in grounding their knowledge and strengthening their 

relational framework. But the students also reflected and built on each other’s ideas and 

partial solutions. They seemed to have benefited from working in small groups and 

discussing mathematically according to the heuristic process model (Dekker & Elshout-

Mohr, 2004). This was particularly noticeable in episode 2 when the three students were 

showing, explaining and justifying their explanations and thinking to each other, which 

may have led to individual reflection and reconstructing of their own thoughts. Something 

that was important for the quality of the discussions was that one student (Igor), who 

already possessed the necessary formal knowledge at some level, helped the students to 

frame the discussion in more conceptual and formal terms.   

Students’ involvement

The students’ involvement in solving the tasks, which is visible by their participation in the 

mathematical discussions, probably helped them to overcome the difficulties experienced 

while solving the tasks (episodes 2 and 3). In all three episodes the students acted 

according to socio-mathematical norms that are different from those that characterize 

regular classroom settings (mainly rote learning).

Finally, it should be noted that this study was primarily concerned with the 

characterization of learning processes and not with students’ learning outcomes. An 
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interesting question in this area would be: in what way do these local experiences have an

impact on students’ learning outcomes? In addition, we state that the findings of this study 

so far have also been restricted to the topic of geometric proof and focus on students’ 

learning. What about other mathematical topics with shift-problem lessons? And will 

regular teachers be able to use and develop shift-problem lessons? These are two of the 

questions that we are now investigating in our research. 

Concluding: there is a gap between the ideal learning processes found in the 

literature, and regular classroom practices. This difference will always be there, but we are 

trying to find ways to transcend this dichotomy. Our research shows that shift-problems 

have the potential to do just that. In contrast with the instructional sequences that involve 

often carefully constructed reinvention routes, the shift-problem lessons may fit the direct 

needs of teachers and students working from conventional curriculum materials. 

Specifically, this study illustrates how regular classroom teachers can work from regular 

textbooks and give students opportunities to engage in problem solving, creative 

mathematical thinking and reflection. Moreover, shift-problems may offer footholds for 

developing better ways to discuss insufficiencies in the learning environment that lead to a 

poor and fragmented conceptual understanding, such as rote learning (Lithner, 2008; 

Mayer, 2002). The notion of shift-problems makes the problem more transparent and, at 

the same time, it can become a tool for teachers to act and reason with.
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